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PRoF Award abstract – Call 2015
Reskin-Technology: innovative adhesive
protective & wound dressings, bandages, and
patches
1. Research Outline
Acronym

Reskin

Project name in English

Innovative adhesive protective
bandages, dressings and patches

and

wound

Patented soft, effective and proven self-adhering
protective & wound dressings, bandages and patches
Executive summary (max. 10 lines)
Reskin Technology deals with novel, innovative adhesive protective and wound
textiles. The Reskin technology is integrated in a full range of innovative dressings,
bandages and patches which are available in three market segments: medical
professionals, at home (OTC) and sports. Key components of the textiles are: a) bielastic breathable fabric (open pores) and b) medical grade special coatings, The
development results in flexible and comfortable dressings compatible with body
ergonomics. Moreover they are shower proof and can be used several times.
The application of the coating was done using a modified indirect coating technology
in order to eliminate the closing of the pores.
Reskin Sport aims to reduce saddle pain due to friction from cycling enhancing the
performance of the cyclist.
Reskin Care - ‘at home’ - is developed in prevention and healing of minor superficial
wounds (blisters, foot crack and all kinds of skin irritation as intertrigo, scratch
lesions, etc…).
Spycra Protect prevents the appearance of skin lesions in case of fragile skin or in
case of skin risk. It can also be used on low or non-exuding wounds.
The 2nd generation Reskin products or Spycra Contact for medical end-uses
combines preventive and healing properties, even on medium to high exuding
wound. It supports wound healing based on the moist wounding healing.
All these products have been put on the market after extensive testing in both the
laboratory and the field.
Pitch (1 sentence)
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2. Cause and context of the research

Reskin Technology combining two basic components (fabric & medical grade coating)

Reskin Technology is a success story. It started with the search for the ultimate cycling pad
for cycling shorts and finally resulted in a medical device company. At the start the mission
was to develop products and solutions that improve the cyclist’s performance based on
insights drawn from biomechanics. The search was supported by IWT. Our holistic approach
resulted in an ultimate cycling pad (use of memory foams) and patches in order to prevent
saddle pain, The new bike patch minimizes the shearing and traction forces giving a perfect
protection of the perineum of cyclist. Extra challenges were multiple: the patch must be
based on an ultra thin bi-elastic substrate, sticky to the skin but yet easy to remove painless,
re-use and repositionable.
The 1st generation of the Reskin patch (Reskin Sport) was launched in 2008 (bike patch and
allround patch). It was used as bicycle clothing component. Apertures enhance breathability
and bi-elasticity. The development results in flexible and comfortable dressings compatible
with body ergonomics.
Starting from the sport patches efforts were done to have an insight if the patches could be
used as a medical device (sampling in hospitals, elderly homes, burn wound centres,
bandagers). The outcome of the sampling was positive. It was proven that the new
development was effective against blisters, feet and nipple protection. Moreover, the new
products shows also to be effective for the protection of aging skin, scar management and
protection of recently healed wounds (low to non exuding wounds). This research resulted in
following commercial products: Reskin Care (Reskin Blister and Reskin Mosquito) and Sycra
Protect.
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However clinical evaluation showed that the fluid transmission of the Reskin dressing was
too low for medium to high exuding wounds, resulting in “to be avoided” maceration effects.
In other words there was a need for a new dressing based on the original Reskin technology,
that can be used as a wound contact layer guaranteeing a more optimal migration of wound
exudate in case of medium to high exuding wounds. A second IWT project was granted in
order to engineer new modified medical dressings. Furthermore during the research we
obtain support from Flanders Care, which allows us to build randomised clinical evidence in
3 centers in Belgium for Spycra Protect and Spycra Contact products. The result of the
search was a 2nd generation dressing (wound contact layer) commercialized under the
brandname Spycra Contact with protective and healing properties even for medium and high
exuding wounds.
Follow-up project
A follow route is the continuous search to upgrade the patches with new functionalities for
new medical applications. Further search will focus on the development of medical grade
coating with controlled drug release properties (therapeutic or biological derived agents) for
healing or with chemical sensors (halochromics, biochromics) to indicate visually the
evolution of the wound healing purposes (3rd generation).
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3. Innovation results achieved
The developed Reskin Technology results in a broad range of novel patches, dressings and
bandages for multiple end-uses. Products of 1st and 2nd generation are commercial available
under different brandnames. Their markets and related applications are illustrated in table
below. Some of these products are also on the market under private labels such as
ELASTUS®-Silkskin Pro, WONDERM® and MED+s Farmactive.

The actual commercial products Reskin Sport, Reskin Care (including Reskin Mosquito and
Blister) and Spycra Protection are based on two basic components: a) bi-elastic knitted
eyelet fabric (PES/Lycra) and b) a special medical self-adhesive coating. Features,
advantages and benefits of these products are illustrated in figure 1. Technical criteria of the
bi-elastic breathable fabrics are: MVTR1 > 2440 gr/m2/24hr, number of apertures 300325/dm2, air permeability 825l/m2.s, average friction force (“F”) 0.18 and elasticity 80%/15N.

1

MVTR: Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate
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The application of the special medical coating was applied on the elastic fabric using an
indirect coating technology in order to eliminate the closing of the pores. The modified
coating technology results in more contact point on same surface and as a consequence an
atraumatic removal, repositionable of the dressings and leaving no residues.
Reskin Care (Blisters, Mosquito) are used for preventive protecting skin at risk. Reskin Care
dressings are designated for the OTC market with unique USP’s for skin comfort. One of the
most frequently seen skin lesions is probably blistering. New shoes can provoke blister on
the heel during walking, cycling.... Also deformation of extremities (hallux) can lead to painful
skin irritation and blistering. The Reskin Care products allow to protect the skin and to limit
the risk of having skin irritation. Reskin Mosquito are an alternative for gels, creams and
other household solutions in case of mosquito bites, causes of an unpleasant itchy
sensation.
Spycra Protection is the brandname for Reskin products for aging skin, a common problem
among elderly people living in nursing homes, geriatric wards in hospitals or at home. The
product is an effective and proven alternative for the actual prescribed creams or all kind of
tools and devices to keep the skin more flexible and healthy. The actual solutions are not
always good solutions; on the contrary they can be even worse since some of these
solutions enhance the risk factor and should therefore be prohibited. Fragile skin often ends
as a skin tear defined as a traumatic wound frequently seen among elderly people primarily
at limbs (arms and legs) and hands mainly caused by the aging process of the skin.
Therefore the adhesive power of the Reskin medical grade coating must be controlled and
moderate. Too high adherent dressings must be avoided, they stick too hard and will harm
the fragile skin, even new skin tears will occur.
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The bi-elastic dressing can be repositioned and the round edges make that the dressing stay
better in place. The dressing diminishes the effects of friction preventing the appearance of
skin lesions in case of fragile skin or in case of skin risk (prevention of blistering when
running, walking …) the kinetic energy due to excess of localized friction will be spread over
the dressing. The skin will stay intact and together with a pain relief and the patient comfort
will significantly increase. It can also be used on open, non-to-low exuding or bleeding
blisters. The open pore structure guarantees the breathability of the dressing and supports
an optimal wound healing process based on the principle of moist healing. The top layer,
consisting of elastic Lycra and PES-microfibres gives the dressing a pleasant feeling and
silken-look. Moreover one notice no impact on granulation of new tissue cells when
removed, the patches support the new moist healing techniques and are even yet still
shower proof.
Spycra Contact is the dressing of the 2nd generation, with slightly different basic components
as described above. The fabric is based on thin knitted PA (100%). The product is an elastic
and transparent textile fitted for care of medium to high exuding wounds. An adapted
medical adhesive coating protects the fragile surrounding skin as well as the newly formed
skin tissues. The soft and perfect adherence on the moist skin secures an optimal use.
Apertures enhance breathability and elasticity, resulting in flexible and comfortable dressings
compatible with body ergonomics. The new medical coating avoids also the risk of damage
newly formed tissues when changing the dressing. The Spycra Contact supports the wound
healing process based on the principle of moist healing.
The new dressing is characterized by following essential technical criteria: a MVTR: > 2440
gr/m2/24 hr, number of apertures 1350-1450/dm2, air permeability is unlimited, elasticity >
20%/15N.
All these products have been put on the market after extensive testing in both the laboratory
and the field. Clinical evidence is effective and proven: protection aging, healing and
strengthening recently healed wound.

Evolution of healing and strengthening wound with Spycra contact
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4. Link to the PRoF values
Reskin Technology links to the healthcare domain more specifically to innovating healthcare
products and/or services

5. Applicable IPR rules
The ReskinTechnology for the different applications is protected through different patents:
•
•
•
•

Method and accessories for reducing skin friction during physical exercise –
EP1741415 – 2007-01-10
Sheet material having skin protection properties, and use of such material for skin
protection – EP1892324 – 2008-02-27
Skin protection accessory – WO2008022984 – 2008-02-28
Breathing sheet material having an adheisve coating and manufacturing method
there for – ES2374112 (T) 2012-02-13

6. Information on the partners
University College Ghent – Textile laboratory TO2C
Prof. Dr. Marc Van Parys – Head of TO2C
email: info@unitex.be mobile: + 32 475 68 75 05
Ing. Frank Godefroidt: project leader coating
email: frank.godefroidt@hogent.be

Phone: +32 9 244 79 11

Reskin
Peter Croonen, CEO, legal & finance
email: p.croonen@reskin.eu

mobile: +32 477 57 41 29

Stany Haentjens/ Product & Business Development Manager Medical
email: s.haentjens@reskin.eu mobile: +32 478 78 02 28
Joost van Osnabrugge: Production adviser
email: j.vanosnabrugge@bioracer.com
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Addendum: Contact information
Prof. Dr. Marc Van Parys mobile: +32 475 68 75 05
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